Errata

Page 120  First and second lines
“570 seconds” should be “570 minutes”
“960 seconds” should be “960 minutes”

Page 132  Caption of Figure 5.8
Replace “Median” with “CAR25”

Page 133  Caption of Figure 5.9
Replace “Median” with “CAR25”

Page 190  Second paragraph
“typographical map” should be “topographical map”

Page 221 and throughout Chapter 7.
Replace references to Figure 7.3 with Figure 5.10E (page 137).

Page 242  Line 9
Remove the hyphen and return at the end of the line.
The final term in the statement is AccelMax
Page 308  Sixth line should be:
Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + FN + FP + TN)

Page 336  Third line in the comment block should be:
Model is Passive Aggressive
The Python code has already been corrected.

Page 352  Definitions of Precision and Recall are reversed.
In Figure 8.68:
In the top row, replace “Precision” with “Recall”
In the left-most column, replace “Recall” with “Precision”

In the third paragraph from the bottom:
Replace “Precision” with “Recall”

In the second paragraph from the bottom:
Replace “Recall” with “Precision”

Page 354 and 355, Figures 8.70 and 8.71:
Exchange “Precision” and “Recall”

Page 389  In the final line,
Replace $1 with $5

Page 426  Insert an additional bibliography entry:

Page 433  The final line should be:
Figure 9.21  Dynamic position sizing ................................................. 412

///// end /////////